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Late Presentation of Recurrent Symptomatic Amputation Neuroma
Puripun Jirangkul¹, Arkaphat Kosiyatrakul¹, Pawin Gajaseni¹
Learning Point of the Article:
Late presentation of symptomatic amputation neuroma is an unusual condition, mostly due to cutting the nerve without adequate pull in the
previous surgery which requires early detection and surgical treatment at the index procedure to gain better functional outcomes.

Abstract
Introduction: Post-traumatic amputation neuroma is one of the common complications that involve optimal functional outcomes. The current
literature has a few examples of late presentation of traumatic stump neuroma. However, no available examples of late presentation of recurrent
symptomatic amputation neuroma causing impaired functional outcomes have been reported.
Case Report: We present a case of recurrent symptomatic stump neuroma after above-knee amputation and neurectomy for 28 years.
Conclusion: Late presentation of recurrent stump neuroma is an unusual condition, requiring early detection and treatment to gain better
functionality. The patient scenario is unique and valuable for future management, including case awareness regarding this unique pathology.
Keywords: Amputation neuroma, symptomatic neuroma, recurrent neuroma.

Introduction
Amputation is a common procedure resulting in loss of a limb,
usually from injury or disease. It involves preserving life,
preventing the infection spreading, promoting mobility, and
alleviating pain. Advances in new prosthetics for the foot and
knee have enabled amputees to pursue high activity levels with
diverse options and better functionality. However, many postamputation complications were described in several related
studies. Pain is the most common and inevitable consequence
of amputation. Several types of unpleasant sensations and pain
following an amputation include residual limb pain(RLP),
phantom limb pain(PLP), phantom limb sensation(PLS), and
symptomatic neuroma. One long-term study of patients with
transfemoral amputations reported that 64.5% of patients
experienced stump pain [1] compared with 21% reported by
another study [2]. Post-amputation pain can be isolated to RLP
and PLP. Pain not only results from tissue trauma during the
surgical procedure but also from nerve injuries. Normally, pain

from post-amputation neuroma occurs within a year of surgery
that should be distinguished from other causes of stump pain [3,
4].
Case reports of symptomatic neuroma resulting in neuropathic
stump pain have been published. Most presented within a year
after amputation, only a few case reports have revealed late
presentation [5, 6]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
case of late presentation of recurrent symptomatic amputation
neuroma. We reviewed the literature and discussed the
management. This report illustrates importance of early
detection and surgical treatment at the index procedure to gain
better functional outcomes and prevent post-amputation
neuroma.
Case Report
A 67-year-old male veteran presented a 28-year history of above
the left knee amputation because of blast injury. He was a
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patient with well controlled type II diabetic mellitus attending
our clinic with above the knee amputation stump pain and
could not wear his prosthesis for 3 weeks. The history report
from rehabilitation department was that the patient
experienced a blast injury on his left thigh and leg. He
underwent above the knee amputation 28 years ago.
Approximately 6 weeks after the surgery, the prosthesis was
made for the patient and a rehabilitation at home program was
started. Neuropathic stump pain was recorded 3 months
thereafter. Stump neuroma and bone spur were suspected to be
the pain origin. The patient underwent stump revision with
excision of neuroma and bone spur. After the second operation,
no evidence was found of stump complication, and the patient
was admitted in the military ward with orthopedic trauma
services. He had some degree of posttraumatic stress disorder
countered with psychiatric team support. No suicidal or
homicidal ideation while admitted was noted. Daily life
activities and self-care ability were supported by a
physiotherapist. The patient was discharged at every 2–3 weeks
follow-up appointments for 2 months and every 3 months
thereafter. After 12 months, he missed his scheduled follow-up
appointment.
Twenty-eight years later, the patient attended our clinic
presenting severe burning and stabbing sensation and clinical
sign suggesting sciatic neuroma. He exhibited limited ability to
use his prosthesis and subsequently stopped wearing the
prosthesis because of uncontrolled pain for 3 weeks. He
complained his prosthesis had not fit the stump for 1 year
because of muscle atrophy and mild intensity of the stump pain
for 9 months. However, he encountered to keep on tolerating
stump pain and finally presenting severe neuropathic pain. The
physical examination revealed positive Tinel’s sign and palpable
lump at the proximity of the posterior stump. The diagnosis
block test result with lidocaine was positive. Conventional
radiography (Fig. 1) showed no evidence of osseous origins of
pain such as heterotopic ossification or osteomyelitis. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) (Fig. 2a and b) showed features
suggesting a sciatic neuroma.
The initial treatment was non-operative including nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs, high-dose pregabalin, physical
therapy, local steroid injection, and high-power laser therapy. A
new prosthesis was made for the patient. At a routine follow-up
clinic visit, the patient still limited his daily life activities due to
neuropathic stump pain.
The decision was made to perform sciatic nerve traction
neurectomy and muscle implantation, which are techniques
involving gentle pulling of the bulbous portion of the nerve
before proximal dissection allowing the tension to retract the
sciatic nerve back up into the soft tissue and bury the end of the

proximal nerve stump within the surrounding muscle [7, 8, 9].
This theoretically reduces pressure on the sciatic nerve ending
and prevents neuroma formation. Intraoperative appearance of
sciatic neuroma at the above-knee amputation stump is shown
in (Fig. 3). After approximately 30 minute of neurectomy and
muscle implantation, the stump was revised and closed. The
patient received in a soft dressing about the wound and
multimodal analgesia was administrated. After the operation,
no surgical wound infection, PLS or PLP, was observed. The
patient was able to wear the prosthesis with optimally
functional outcome and proper physiotherapy protocol after
surgical wound stitch off. At the first follow-up appointment,
the patient was asymptomatic. At the most recent follow-up
visit, 3 years after the surgery, he continued to perform daily life
activities well, with no clinical signs of unpleasant sensation or
recurrence.
Discussion
Post-amputation pain is highly prevalent after limb amputation
but remains an extremely challenging pain condition to treat.
The incidence and prevalence of amputation stump pain vary
[1, 2]. Several authors have studied the causes and pathology of
post-amputation pain. Post-amputation pain can be isolated to
the RLP or can occur as PLP. PLP should be distinguished from
RLP, also known as “stump” pain, which is localized to the
remaining body part after amputation.
In the post-operative and early stages of rehabilitation, the
challenge is to distinguish RLP between nociceptive and
neuropathic causes. Pain not only results from tissue trauma
during the surgical procedure but also from nerve injuries.
Normally, pain from post-amputation neuroma occurs within a
year of surgery [3, 4]. Their pathologies can be described as the
bulbous tumor of a nerve ending that occurs following
traumatic transection related to nerve damage. Wallerian
degeneration occurs distally and when regrowth occurs, the
axon fibers and new Schwann cells grow in a disorganized
manner. The clinical findings are often non-specific; however,
further investigation such as MRI is useful to detect these
c o m p l i c a t i o n s e a r l y. N e u r o a b l a t i v e , n o n neuroablativetherapies [10, 11] and surgical procedures
including traction neurectomy with or without implantation of
the proximal nerve stump into adjacent tissues [7, 12] and
nerve-to-nerve anastomosis [7, 13] are common procedures
performed to relieve neuropathic pain. In this case, conservative
treatments were administrated unsuccessfully for 3 months.
Therefore, the patient needed surgical treatment. According to
the literature review, traction neurectomy alone appears to
produce a high rate of symptomatic recurrent stump neuroma
[7].On the other hand, good to excellent results were
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Figure 1: Plain radiograph of an above the left knee amputation stump
shows no evidence of osseous origins of pain including bone spur,
heterotopic ossification, and osteomyelitis.

Figure 2: Pre-operative MRI in a region of the sciatic neuroma, A = low signal
intensity on the T1 sagittal plane, B = intermediate to high signal intensity on
the T2 coronal plane after administering gadolinium.

demonstrated in 82% of patients from neuroma excision and
implantation of the nerve end within muscle [14]. Additional
surrounding tissue implantation techniques were described
including within the bone [15]or veins [16]; these techniques
have not been found to meet universal success [7]. Our
decisions were neurectomy and muscle implantation, which
constitute commonly performed techniques for terminal
neuromas and provide good to excellent outcomes.
Our patient, with late presenting stump pain, represents an
example of late recurrent symptomatic sciatic neuroma. The
unexpected presentation of recurrent neuropathic stump pain
after an extremely long pain-free interval surprised all clinicians.
According to the literature reviewed, the most recent
publications reported symptomatic neuroma occurring within
a year of amputation and can continue to enlarge for 3 years [2,
3, 17]. On the contrary, the onset of recurrent or persistent
neuroma-type pain was at a mean follow-up of 37 months
[12](range, 11–91 months). The case of late presenting
recurrent symptomatic neuroma more than 91 months after
limb amputation has not been reported in the literature.
However, this patient differs from those in related studies in at
least two important aspects. First, it might be possible that a
recurrent stump neuroma occurred within a couple years of
previous neurectomy and stump revision rather than a late
neuroma formation. However, the specific signs and symptoms
of sciatic neuroma occurred 28 years post-amputation.
Radiographic imaging investigation confirmed this diagnosis.
Second, this case is quite unique in that our patient, therefore,
had no stump complications including PLS, PLP during, and
leading normal daily life activities with his prosthesis until 28
years later. The onset of symptoms suggesting recurrent
amputation sciatic neuroma was 28 years. Furthermore, this
case failed conservative treatment with physical therapy,
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, high-dose pregabalin,
local steroid injection, and high-power laser therapy. Quite
possibly, patients with longer amputation duration might not
respond well to non-operativetreatment [8]. The treatment
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Figure 3: Intraoperative appearance of the
bulbous portion of the sciatic nerve in an above
the knee amputation stump (arrow).

goal of late presenting neuroma is relieving pain and gaining
functionality, which can often be achieved by surgical
procedure.
The late presentation of recurrent posttraumatic amputation
neuroma is an uncommon condition rarely encountered and
was probably caused by improper previous surgical technique.
The cause of stump pain was recurrent sciatic neuroma, mostly
due to cutting the nerve without adequate pull in the previous
surgery permitting spontaneous retraction into the muscles.
Furthermore, disused muscle atrophy and skin breakdown, by
retracting scar tissue, were possible causes of the delayed
presentation of neuropathic stump pain, and this clinical
scenario has not been reported previously. The example is
valuable for future management and case awareness regarding
this unique pathology. Further study should clarify the exact
pathophysiology resulting in late recurrent presenting of
symptomatic post-amputation neuroma.
Conclusion
The late presentation of post-amputation neuroma is rare.
Clinical awareness and early detection and treatment are of
paramount importance to gain better functionality.
Appropriate treatment should be administered after clinical
signs and symptoms suggestive of stump neuroma were
detected. Radiographic imaging such as ultrasonography and
MRI may be unnecessary to confirm diagnosis. Conservative
treatment should not take too long because long amputation
duration and recurrent cases might not respond well. This may
delay appropriate surgical treatment and worsen results.
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Clinical Message

As the cause of late presentation of stump pain was recurrent
sciatic neuroma, mostly due to cutting the nerve without
adequate pull in the previous surgery permitting spontaneous
retraction into muscles. It is important to recognize the
appropriate amputation technique. Although rare, late
presentation of neuropathic stump pain is probably caused by
contraction of surrounding scar tissue and disused muscle
atrophy. Early treatment is essential to gain better functional
outcome.
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